
Home Alone

1. Adjective

2. Adjective

3. Love Or Hate

4. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

5. Best Or Worst

6. Verb

7. Food

8. Food

9. Child Teenager Or Adult

10. Adjective

11. Body Part

12. Same Body Part

13. Noun

14. Family Member

15. Adjective

16. Noun

17. Verb - Past Tense

18. Verb - Past Tense

19. Verb - Past Tense

20. Noun

21. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

22. Adjective

23. Noun
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24. Noun

25. Nickname

26. Noun

27. Verb - Past Tense

28. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

29. Adjective

30. Noun

31. Adjective

32. Noun - Plural

33. Body Part

34. Adjective

35. Verb - Past Tense

36. Adjective

37. Colour

38. Emotion

39. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

40. Emotion

41. Adjective

42. Adjective



Home Alone

It was a Adjective and Adjective night, and I was home alone. I love or hate being home

alone, because it means there is more chance of me Verb - Present ends in ING . Anyway, I was standing by the

fridge, trying to find the best or worst thing to verb . Should I eat food ? food ?

A small child teenager or adult ? Finally I decided on the huge, Adjective left over chicken

body part . I carried the plate of chicken same body part to the Noun , where I was planning

to sit down and watch your family member . However, my Adjective plans were spoiled by a tap on

the Noun . I Verb - Past Tense immediately. "Who could that be?" I thought. So I Verb - 

Past Tense over to the window to take a look, seeing nobody. I Verb - Past Tense demonically because I

truly believed I had escaped Noun . Suddenly I heard Verb - Present ends in ING coming from close by

. I whipped around - there was no one there. I found this incredibly Adjective seeing as my house doesn't

usually breathe. Then I saw some Noun on the Noun , dripping from the ceiling. I didn't think

my tears had reached that high. I went to investigate, expecting the culprit to be nickname the

Noun , as per usual - such a prankster! Again, there was nobody there. Now I was really Verb - 

Past Tense . Wasn't I meant to be home alone? I'd never been in the attic, where the dripping was coming from,

so I assumed there must be something Verb - Present ends in ING up there. It was time to find out.

I climbed up the Adjective Noun and lifted myself inside. It was completely Adjective

except for a single refracted light ray coming from the other side of other room. I felt Noun - Plural down

my body part . "Hello? Is it me you're looking for?" I heard a voice whisper Adjective . "What the

eff



?" I Verb - Past Tense . I still couldn't see anyone. Suddenly the light became a lot Adjective and lit

up the whole attic. There, in the centre, was Lionel Ritchie, sitting by a colour piano and smiling

broadly. I wept with emotion surprise. He was Verb - Present ends in ING , hence the dripping from the

ceiling. I had never been so emotion in my life.

So that's the story of my Adjective experience being home alone. I will never fear it again - I look

forward to seeing Adjective Lionel every day.

The End.
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